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Average Ranges, Cross Sections and Isomer Ratios

134 , , 137m,gfor the Bala,n) Ce Reaction*

D. G. Swanson  and N. T. Porile

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University                '
Lafayette, Indiana  47907

Excitation functions, isomer ratios and average recoil ranges have been

134determined for the    Ba(a,n) reaction over the energy range from 15 to

28 MeV.  The average ranges are compared with values predicted by Lindhard,

Scharff and Schi0tt on the assumption of compound nucleus formation and

are found to be consistent with this mechanism over the energy range

studied.  The experimental isomer ratios and the excitation function agree

well with the results of a spin-dependent statistical model calculation

provided an energy dependent moment of inertia is used.

*Supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission

+Submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree
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1.      Introdugtion

In an earlier paper from this laboratory the angular distributions
1)

of recoil nuclei from compound nuclear reactions were calculated on the

basis 6f the spin-dependent statistical model.  Computed angular distri-

butions were compared with experimental results for a number of (a,n)

reactions and, in agreement with experiment, exhibited a smooth dropoff

2 3)from a peak close to 0'.  Earlier spin-independent calculations '   had
1

predicted a peak at large angles to the beam, in contrast to the experi-

mental measurements. The improved agreement obtained by the spin-depend-

ent calculation was due to consideration of the effects of angular momentum

and competitive gamma ray emission.

In order to further test the calculation experiments were performed

to investigate an (a,n) reaction in a case where the product is isomeric.

Isomer ratios are strongly affected by the angular momentum of the com-

pound nucleus and by the spin dependence of the level density.  Consequently

a reaction of this type provides a particularly stringent test of a spin-

dependent calculation. As an example of this reaction the Ba(a,n)137m,gCe134

reaction was chosen for study.  The products of this reaction are well

suited for investigati on  and have,  iIl  fact,  been the subject  of a number

of isomer ratio studies 4-10)

In order to make a meaningful comparison between calculated and experi-

mental angular distributions it is first·necessary to establish the energy

range where conipound nucleus formation is the predcminant mechanism.  For this

purpose the average projecfed  ranges  of 'the isomens were determined.    In  a
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compound nuclear reaction the momentum of the projectile is transferred

to the compound nucleus and the average projected range can be calculated

from conservation of momentum considerations and the use of an appropriate

range-energy relation.  On the other hand, in direct processes the momentum

of the projectile is generally immediately removed by the predominantely

forward emission of particles so that the recoil product acquires little

momentum as a result of the reaction.  In the case of an (a,n) reaction

the average range for the direct process may be as much as 25% less than

for the compound nuclear mechanism.

In the course of performing the average range experiments, the ex-

citation function and isomer ratios for this reaction were determined.

Minor modifications in our spin dependent angular distribution calcula-

tion also permitted us to compare the calculation with these experi-
1)

ments.  The results of these measurements and the comparison with theory

are given in this article. The angular distribution study is presented

11)
in the following paper

2.  Experimental

Cross sections, isomer ratios, and average  ranges were determined

as a function of bombarding energy by the stacked foil technique.  The

target stack consisted of from 4 to 10 targets, alternating and in contact

with forward catcher foils consisting of high purity aluminium (99.999%)

2
with    an    are a.1 density of 7mg/cm . Aluminium degrading foils were inserted

where appropriate.  The bombarding energy at each position in the target

4
stack was obtained from range-energy relations for  He ions in aluminium

12)and barium nitrate due to Williamson et al

The irradiations, which were carried out at the 152 cm cyclotron
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at Argonne National Laboratory, were approximately  an  hour in. length  with

a beam current that varied between 0.1 and 0.2 VA. The target stack was
.-

mounted in an evacuated water cooled target holdet that also served as a

Faraday cup for measurement of the beam current.  The targets were not

affected by the beam for a current below 0.2PA. At much higher beam in-

tensities, the barium nitrate layer became discolored indicating that

melting had occurred.

The targets were made by depositing a layer of barium nitrate on the

above mentioned aluminium foil by an electrophoresis procedure similar to

the one described by Bj0rnholm A suspension was prepared by mixing
13)

14) 134about 5 mg of finely ground enriched barium nitrate (84.6% Ba) in

acetone. The suspension was placed in a Terlon cell and a potential of

400 V was maintained across copper electrodes for approximately one minute.
1

The target thicknesses, determined by weighing samples. of known area, were
2in the range from 1 to 3 mg/cm .

After irradiation cerium was chemically separated according to a

15)procedure described by Glendenin et al  . . The basic step was the extraction
*4

of Ce · from an acid solution into methyl isobutyl ketone and back extraction

into water containing H202 Chemical yields were determined gravimetrj rally.

The nucleide 137gce(IA = 3/2+) decays by electron capture into 137La

with a 34.4 h half-life: Ce(I  = 11/2-) lies 255 keV above the ground
137m

state and decays to it with a 9.0 h half-life.  The disintegration rates

'

of the isomers were determined by assay of the K X-ray activity of the

samples.  The measurements were performed with several thin NaI(Tl)

detectors connected to single-channel analyzers set to accept Ce and La                   

K X-rays. The calibration of these detectors is described elsewhere16))
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The decay curves were analyzed by a least squares procedure appropriate to

the particular parent-daughter system of interest, as outlined in the

appendix.  The branching ratios and efficiency values are also summarized

in the appendix.

134 135 00 136The enriched Ba isotope contained 4.1% Ba  and 1.0/e Ba. The

contribution to the observed yield of Ce from the Ba(a,2n) reaction
137m,g 135

was found to be of importance above 20 MeV and consequently a study of this

reaction was undertaken. The excitation function and average range measure-

14) 135ments were performed by use of highly enriched (98%) Ba and appropriate

corrections were applied to the (a,n) results.  The target preparation,

chemical procedures, and counting techniques were identical to those described

136above.  Because of the possible contribution from the    Ba(a,3n) reaction

134and also because of interference from the Ba(a,3n) reaction above 28 MeV

the measurements were restricted to energies below this value. This is not

a severe restriction on the (a,n) experiment since a direct interaction

process becomes of importance at higher energies.

3.  Results and Discussion

The cross sections were calculated from the measured activities by Aeans

of the least-squares program outlined in the appendix and the use of

137m
standard relationships.  The results were corrected for the decay of     Ce

134 135during irradiation. The experimental data for the Ba(a,n) and    Ba(a,2n)

reactions are summarized in tables 1 and 2, respectively.  The random errors

in the cross, sections and recoil ranges include the uncertainties in target

thickness (5-10%), chemical yields (5%), and disintegration rates (1% for

137m 137gCe, 3% for    Ce).  In addition, the (a,n) results at the higher energies

--
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are uncertain by as much as 25% because of the sizeable correction for the

135  ,
contribution from the    Bala,2n) reaction. The cross sections are subject

/           1

to an additional systematic error of 10% because of uncertainties in the

counter effciencies and the decay scheme.  Many of the random and all of

the systematic errors cancel in the calculation of the isomer ratios so

that these constitute our most accurate results.

The excitation functions for the (a,n) and (a,2n) reactiods are plotted

in figs. 1 and 2, respectively, and the isomer ratio for the former reaction

is displayed as a function of bombarding energy in fig. 3.  The excitation

functions have the expected shape but it is interesting to note that for

both reactions the peak in the curve for the metastable state occurs some

2-3 MeV higher than that for the ground state.

The isomer ratio for the (a,n) reaction is seen to increase from 0.4

to 4.2 and to level off at this value when the bombarding energy attains

24 MeV. The isomer ratio in the energy region of the excitation function

135  ,
i peaks is approximately 2.  The corresponding value for the Bala,2n)

i
reaction is about 3.5.  This particular isomer ratio has also been deter-

137 '3 ,9,16) 136 9,10,16)mined for the Bal He,3n) and the Ba(a,3n) reactions.

  The respective values at the peaks in the excitation functions were deter-

mined as approximately 3 and 6.  To a first approximation, these values

correlate nicely with the average angular momenta of the respective

compound nuclei.

In a thick-target range experiment, the average range of recoils in

the target mdterial is .determined by the fraction of the activity that

recoils out of the target.  The average range, projected along the beam
3

direction, is given by

R  = FW                                   (1)
P

i
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where F is the fraction of the total activity found in the forward catcher

foil and W is the target thickness.  The equation assumes that the cross

section for formation of the product is constant throughout the target.

Since the degradation of the beam is negligible for the target thicknesses

employed, the assumption is valid.  The ranges for the (a,n) reaction,

corrected for the (a,2n) reaction, are summarized in table 1 and those for

the (a,2n) reaction are listed in table 2.

In order to determine if these reactions involve compound nucleus

formation it is necessary to calculate the ranges expected for complete

17)momentum transfer. The range-energy relation of Lindhard et al (LSS)

was used to obtain the desired curve. The evaporation of neutrons slightly

increases the ranges obtained in this fashion. The LSS ranges were

18)
corrected for this effect according to a previously suggested procedure

The experimental ranges are compared with the values expected for a

compound nuclear process in fig. 4.  The measured values lie some 10%

above the calculated curve for bombarding energies below 25 MeV. The LSS

formalism is not expected to give closer agreement, particularly for a

multi-elemental stopping medium such as Ba(NO3)2' so that it may be con-

cluded that experiment and calculation are in good agreement.  Further

confirmation of this fact may be obtained from a comparison of the ranges

of the (a,n) and (a,2n) reaction products.  It is reasonable to assume

that the (a,2n) reaction is compound nuclear over the energy range of interest

since its excitation function only attains its peak at the highest energy

under consideration.  A substantial contribution from a direct process to
'

/
l

the (a,n) reaction should therefore manifest itself in a smaller range for              ·"

the product of this reaction.'  In fig. 5, the ratio of ranges of (a,n) to
U.

--
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(a,2n) reaction products is plotted  as a function of bombarding energy.

It is seen that the results are consistent with a ratio of unity up to

dt least 25 MeV, confirming that the (a,n) reaction proceeds via compound

nucleus formation.

4.  Comparison with Calculation

A computer program, described in an earlier paper and reviewed here,
'1)

was   modi fied· to calculate the cross sections and isomer ratios    for   the
134

Ba(a,n) reaction.  The cross section for a nuclear reaction can be

expressed in the formalism of the statistical model as the product of the

cross section for the formation of a compound nucleus and the branching

ratio for its decay by a particular de-excitation mode.

In the channel spin coupling scheme the capture cross section is

given by
19)

2 I+s J
C+S 2J +1

C

a   (  E   ,Jc)   =  Tr'f     E                    E                                                                         T£(  E)      (2)c a (2s+1)  (2I+1)
S  =   |I-s|    2  =   |Jc-SI

In this equation <  is the de-Broglie wavelength  of the projectile,  I  de-

notes the target spin, s represents the projectile spin, S is the channel

spin and T£ ( E) is the transmission coefficient for a projectile with energy
(

E and orbital angular momentum 2. The transmission coefficients were

calculated from the.optical model using real and imaginary well radii,

surface diffuseness parameters, well depths and spin-orbit well depths given

by Hodgson for neutrons and protons. For alpha particles parameters
20)

21)
listed by Huizenga and Igo were employed.

A compound nucleus that has been formed in a state with excitation

energy Ec and angular momentum Jc will de-excite by emitting one or more

)
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particles or photons until all the excitation energy is dissipated.  At each stage in

the evaporation cascade, the rate of emission of particles to give a product nucleus

with excitation energy ER and spin'JR is given by:

R(J .E :J    ,E_) dER =c-  c'    R '-n    K

Js 3      S
dER 9(ER'JR)   R+ n C+

h 0(Ec,Jc) S='JR-sn    £=1 Jc-s'   TZ (€ )                     (3)

where s  is the spin of the emitted particle.n

The level densities Q are obtained from the Fermi gas model according to the

22)relation of Gilbert and Cameron   :

fl(E,J) = 4 -  exp (2 '/aE )   (2J + 1) exp -(J + 1/2)2/202)
12

1/4  E5/4                                        (4)a               2 /2 --  2
2

where the spin cutoff parameter, a , can be related to the moment of inertia and the

temperature, t, by

2 v.ft

a     = 162                                                                                                       (5)

The temperature is in turn obtained from the equation of state

t = /E/a                                       (6)

and the level density parameter, a, is obtained from tabulated values22)

From these equations prdbabilities were calculated for formation of a compound

nucleus with a particular angular momentum and for de-excitation by emission of a

neutron, proton or alpha particle with a particular energy and angular momentum.

The calculation employed the Monte Carlo technique in which random numbers were used

to select the reaction events from probability tables.

The use of a spin cut-off energy EJ in the formalism provides a convenient way

I to introduce competitive y-ray emission. The energy below which no levels exist with

23,24)
spin larger than or equal to·J, is given by
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2

EJ   =   7-41JCJ   +    1)                                                                                                          (7)

It has been shown that deexcitation by photon emission becomes more probable than
25)

neutron evaporation when the excitation energy of a particular nucleus is sufficiently

low that the emission of a neutron of low angular momentum leads to a product with

excitation energy below EJ.  The condition for the emission of just one neutron from

a compound nucleus can therefore be written as                               '              |

Ec-Snl- El-Sn2-EJ2  <0 (8)

where Ec is the excitation energy of the compound nucleus, Sn  and S   are then
1 2

separation energies  of the first and second neutrons,   a   is the kinetic energy  of

the first emitted neutron, and the spin cut-gff energy
EJ refers to the nucleus

2
formed after the emission of two neutrohs.

The,excitation energy of residual nuclei from iterations which satisfied

eq. (8) and thereby led to the (a,n) reaction was dissipated by the emission of

9-rays.  The enetgy of a particular photon was obtained from a relation derived by

26)Vonach· et al and the probability of y-ray decay from a state (JR'ER) to a state

(J ,E ) is given byPP

p(J) =     P
0(J )

YP
J  + f                                 (9)R

E             0(Jp)

JE =  |JR -  21

where  0(J   ) is found  from  the' spin\ dependent  part  of  eq.   4  and  2  is the multipolarity
P

of the emitted 9-ray usually assumed   to be dipole. Since the photon energy is taken

to  be   independent   of the spins   of the initial and final
states   P (J )

is independ-

ent of excitation energy.

The PY(Jp) are computed for all possible
values of J , i.e. ranging from |JR - 21

to J  + E' and a random number is used to select a particular J .  As indicated by
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eq. (7), there is a maximum value of the angular momentum for which levels exist

at a particular excitation
energy E .

The angular momentum of a level located at

energy E  thus has to satisfy the relation

E     Z   J   (J   +   1 )62P p p (10)
2·.0

After J  is selected from the distribution given by eq. (9) the test embodied in
eq.  (10) is performed.   If this relation is satisfied, the process of y-ray emission

is repeated; otherwise a new J  is selected from the distribution.  In the unlikelyP

event that none of the possible J  satisfied eq. (10) the multipolarity of the
emitted photon was increased by one unit and the calculation repeated.  It was only

necessary to assume quadrupole multipolarity for somewhat less than 1% of the·emitted

photons.

The  calculation  of  the  y -ray cascade continues until the excitation energy is

reduced to a specified cutoff value.  At that point the next and last y-ray is

assumed to populate either the ground or metastable state depending on which trans-

ition involves a smaller spin change.  Since the level scheme of Ce is not known
137

1

in detail the energy of the level populated by the penultimate y-ray must be treated

as an adjustable parameter.  It was found that the best agreement with experiment

was obtained for a cutoff energy of 0.5 + 0.1 MeV.  The use of a much higher cutoff

energy, e.g. 1 MeV, severely reduced the number of emitted y-rays and thereby led

to a substantially larger isomer ratio.

The two additional parameters in the calculation ard the level density parameter

and the nuclear moment of inertia. The value of a was fixed as 15·75 Mev as
-1

given in the compilation by Gilbert and Cameron The moment of inertia was
22)

assumed to remain constant throughout a given deexcitation process and its value

was adj usted   to   fit the measured isomer ratios. The calculation   was also performed  ·                              I

with an energy dependent moment of inertia as predicted by the superconductor model
26)

--..
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but this procedure did not result in a very good fit to the data.

The isomer ratios are plotted in fig. 3 and the top panel of this figure
\.

shows the values of the moment of inertia required to reproduce the experimental

values of a /0 . The calculation was based on 10000 iterations at each energy.m

The value oft:# required to fit the experimental data inc·reases with bombarding

energy, reflecting the concomitant increase in the average excitation energy of

the residual nucleus.  At low excitation energies, pairing correlations are important

and lead to a reduction in the moment of inertia below the rigid body value. The

observed increase  of %  between  0.4Jr  and  0. TU  for bombarding energies corresponding

to average ER values between 6 and 11 MeV is consistent with expectations.

Figure 1 compares the measured cross sections with those calculated by our

code. The theoretical points were obtained using the moments of inertia selected

to,give the best fit to the isomer ratio at each energy. The figure shows a displace-
137m 137gment in the excitation function of Ce relative to that of Ce for both

experiment and theory.  This displacement is expected from the difference in the

average angular momentum of the compound nuclei deexciting to the two isomers.  The

theoretical and experimental curves for Ce agree well both in peak energy and
137g

'                         137mcross section. In the case of Ce, the curves agree well in magnitude but the

theoretical excitation function maximum is two MeV lower in bombarding energy than

the experimental maximum.  The most striking discrepancy between experiment and

calculation lies in the much faster dropoff of the calculated excitation functions

beyond peak energies.  At the highest energies this discrepancy undoubtedly reflects

the contribution of the direct. process to the (a,n) reaction.  However, between 21

and 25 MeV, the discrepancy cannot be attributed to this source in view of the

agreement of the ranges with compound nuclear values.  Some improvement could be

obtained by use of a smaller level density parameter.  The excitation functions are

more sensitive to f than the isomer ratio so that such a change would not signifi-

cantly affect the calculated values of this quantity.
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134
In conclusion it has been shown that the    Ba(a,h) reaction is consistent

with a compound · nuclear mechanism for bcmbarding energies up to at least 25 ·Mev.

The reaction process is compound nuclear for the (a,2n) reaction over the energy

range studied.  Good agreement between the spin dependent calculation and experi-

mental isomer ratios was obtained by increasing the moment of inertia from 0.4 to

0.7, r over the energy range of interest.4

The cooperation of M. Oselka and the crew of the Argonne 'National Laboratory

60-inch cyclotron is appreciated.  The assistancb of D. Montgomery in standardizing

the counters is gratefully acknowledged.

--
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137m 137gThe K-X-ray peak in the spectrum of Ce and Ce was analyzed by a least

squares computer program.  The observed counting rate is due to contributions from

both isomers.  If A is the observed counting rate and A  and A  are the countingm g
rates for the metastable and ground states

A=A  +A                                    (1)m g
A  can be expressed asm

Am = kCmDm                                    (2)

where k is the efficiency of the counter, Dm is the disintegration ratd, and Cm
137mis a constant representing thefraction of Ce decay events which result in the

137m
emission of K X-rays. Since Ce decays practically dntirely:(99:45) by en

isomeric transition
m/

Cm = 4'KaK   (aTm + 1)                        (3)

where aKm and aTm are internal conversion coefficients and wK is the K shell
fluorescence yield. Ce decays practically entirely (>99.9%) by electron capture

137g

and the contribution to the K X-ray activity from internal conversion processes is

negligibly small. Consequently, the quantity C  is given by
g

C  =w f                                      (4)g K K

where   f   is the fraction of electron capture transitions occu:ring   as K capture.

27)The values of the various constants were assumed to be

wK - .89 fK  =    0.8 6

Cak //(aTm  +   1) )   =   .594
The counter efficiencies ranged from .0973 to .3093 depending on the counter and

shelf used.  The disintegration rates as a function of time are given by eqs. (5)

and (6) where the superscript zero refers to the disintegration rate at the end of

an irradiation.                                                                             4

D  =D i exp(-Amt)                               (5)m m
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A                                    -

D _  K     Dm' [exp(-Amt)-exp(-A t) ]+D ' exp(-A t)          (6)g- A -Agm
A

If eqs. 1-6 are combined, the following is obtained:

A t
(A  - Am)tA e  = k [D '[l. 618e g - 1.084] + .801D 0] (7)g

A t
A graph of Ae    versus [1.618e(Ag -  m)t - 1.084] should yield a straight

0                            0
line with slope D and intercept .801D both in units of k.  A least squaresm                   g                 ·                   A t
program was coded to find the best straight line through the points given by Ae

g

and [1.618e (Am - Ag)t - 1.084].

The cross section for the formation of Ce was corrected for the decay of
137g

137mCe during bombardment according to eq. (8):

-A t. -X t.

·1 A_(1-e   m irr) -Am(1-e   g irr)
a = [D 0 + 8
g           -A t.       g                     -A t.           

 Dmi)     (8)
Inx(1-e  g irr)

(A  -1  ) (1-e m irr)m  g

where t. is the length of the irradiation, I is the number of incident particlesirr

per unit time, n is the number of nuclei per cubic centimeter of target and x is

the target thickness in centimeters.

1
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Table I: Cross Sections, Isomer Ratios and Average Ranges for the
134 .137

Ba(a,n) Ce Reaction

137m. 137g 137m             1378Bombarding Ce Cross Ce Cross Isomer Ce Average Ce Average
Energy Section Section Ratio Range2 Range2

( MeV) (mb) (mb)                 a   /0                 (ug/cm
) (Ug/cm )m g

14.9 4.53 10.6 0.43 69.5' 57.9

16.4 27'.6 56.4 O.48 67.4 61.6
1

17·4 82.1 94.4 0.87 68.6 77.32

17.7 135 124 1.09 69.31 71.2

18.7 171 139 1.23 62.7 69.6

20.0 215: 113 1.90 70.6 69.2

21.3 · 223 67.5 3.30 71.8 69.5

23.6 143 31.0 4.61 71.1 193

24.7 103 26.9 3.83 69.9 , 58.5
.

26.8 53.9 13.1 4.12 87.6 66.2(

27.9 54.3: 15.3 3.56 72.4 ,    59.7
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Table II. Cross Sections, Isomer Ratios and Average Ranges for the
135 , 137

Bala,2n) Ce

137m 137g 137m 137gBombarding Ce Cross Ce Cross Isomer Ce Average Ce AverageEnergy Section Section Ratio Range2 Range2( MeV) (mb) (mb) O.-/ c (ug/cm ) (Ug/cm )mg

19.2 152 120 1.27 70.8 77.1

21.8, 412 207 1.99 84.6 86.0

24.6 570 225 2.53 88.2 85.9

27·4 813 206 3.95 85.0 81.7
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Figure 1 Excitation function for the Ba(a,n) Ce reaction.
134 137

0 - experimental values of am; 8 - experimental values of c : solid

curves are drawn through experimental points. The solid and dashed

I

lines represent the theoretical excitation functions for the metastable

and ground state isomers respectively.

Figure 2 Excitation function for the 135Ba(a,2n)137Ce reaction. The symbols

are the same as for the experimental results in fig 1.

'

Figure 3 Bottom panel: Isomer ratios for the Ba(a,n) reaction.  The solid
134

line is drawn through the experimental results and the &'s represent

calculated isomer ratios . Top panel: values ofJ/1.  used in calculating

the isomer ratios shown in the bottom panel.

Figure 4 Average range measurements for. the Ba(a,n) and Bal a,2n) · reactions.
134 135  ,

The solid line represents the LSS ranges corrected for neutrcn evaporation

and the dashed line is the uncorrected LSS curve.  The closed and open

circles show the metastable and ground state ranges for the'(a,ni

reaction, respectively.  The closed and open squares refer to the

corresponding ranges for the (a,2n) reaction.

Figure 5 Ratio of the range of the (a,n) reaction product to the range of the

(a,2n) reaction product.
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